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ABSTRACT

Model-based cognitive neuroscience consolidates the cognitive processes and neurophysiological oscillations which are

reflections of behavioral performance (e.g., reaction times and accuracy). Here, based on one of well-known sequential

sampling models (SSMs), named the diffusion decision model, and the nested model comparison, we explore the underlying

latent process of spatial prioritization in perceptual decision processes, so that for estimating the model parameters (i.e. the

drift rate, the boundary separation, and the non-decision time), a Bayesian hierarchical approach is considered, which allows

inferences to be done simultaneously in the group and individual level. Moreover, well-established neural components of spatial

attention which contributed to the latent process and behavioral performance in a visual face-car perceptual decision are

detected based on the event-related potential (ERP) analysis. Our cognitive modeling analysis revealed that the non-decision

time parameter provides a better fit to the top-down attention with the measures of two powerful weapons, i.e. the deviance

information criterion called DIC score and R-square. Also, using multiple regression analysis on the contralateral minus

neutral N2 sub-component (N2nc) at central electrodes and contralateral minus neutral alpha power (Anc) at posterior-occipital

electrodes in the voluntary attention, it can be concluded that poststimulus N2nc can predict reaction time (RT) and non-decision

time parameter relating to spatial prioritization. Whereas, the poststimulus Anc only can predict the RT and not the non-decision

time relating to spatial prioritization. The result suggested that the difference of contralateral minus neutral oscillations was

more important to reflect the modulation of the top-down spatial attention mechanism in comparison with the difference of

ipsilateral minus neutral oscillations.

1 Introduction

Decision-making is a high-level cognitive process whereby the decision-maker makes different decisions based on the evidence

available, expected value and the possible outcomes (1). This process, the decision, operates in a flexible time frame so that it is

not in the form of immediate evidence acquisition and the real-time demands of the action itself (2, 3). The most frequent type

of decision that we routinely make in different situations is perceptual decision making, a process that involves the processing

of visual information, attention, the accumulation of evidence and motor response (4). Hence, many perceptual decisions

might bring about disastrous consequences by choosing the wrong choice. Suppose that you are heading to an intersection

on a sunny day, with the help of traffic lights, it is easy to determine whether to continue driving or stop the vehicle. But if

the situation changes and sensory information is disturbed (coherency), then response time and accuracy are affected. For

example, if the weather is rainy and dark, we cannot effortlessly detect the traffic light and therefore our performance will

fall down. In addition, when a driver is moving toward the intersection in rainy and dark weather, she/he do not necessarily

know the exact spatial location of the traffic light. Moreover, at first, the driver should struggle to locate the locus of the traffic

light (stimulus), then process the received information from the light. If the driver is told exactly where the light is (spatial

attention) before reaching the intersection, the driver will use the focus of his attention to the target and suppress attention to

others to detect areas faster and perhaps even more accurately. (3, 5, 6). Therefore, it can be said that attention plays a key role in

the perceptual decision-making process (7–10). Besides, Posner (11) studies have shown that people can pay close attention
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without moving their eyes to an area of space. Moreover, one type of spatial attention is goal-driven, pointing to top-down or

endogenous attention that is a situation that we attend to a region of space where the stimulus is present (valid) or not present

(invalid) (11). The top-down cue could facilitate behavior performance and manipulate neural mechanisms (12, 13) which some

aspects are still unknown. Therefore, in this paper, we have just concentrated on valid covert attention on distracted stimuli

which were presented by endogenous orienting cues.

Although perceptual decision making involves a lot of components, two aspects whose interactions have hardly received

enough notice are coherency and spatial attention, which can deeply affect the performance of individuals. Therefore, this

research strives to elaborate biomarkers of spatial prioritization in the electroencephalogram (EEG) to predict behavioral

performance and a well-established model’s components in a face-car perceptual decision making task under task difficulty.

To be more specific, we designate whether the lateralized alpha frequency band at parietal-occipital sites together with the

contralateral-neutral (contralateral minus neutral difference curve) and ipsilateral-neutral (ipsilateral minus neutral difference

curve) N2 subcomponents at central sites could modulate behavioral performance and parameters of spatial prioritization in

perceptual decision making (7, 14).

Top-down spatial attention could modulate alpha band (8-13 Hz) of down stream area such as posterior-occipital sites

to direct and allocate limited processing resources to attended and unattended loci (15, 16). In fact, studies shows that the

increasing alpha frequencies ipsialaterally (alpha-synchronization) band relating to unattended location could suppress task-

irrelevant space, and the decreasing alpha frequencies contralaterally (alpha-desynchronization) band related to attended

location intentionally facilitate upcoming visual processing (15, 17). This inverse mechanism of top-down orienting of attention

is found usually after postcue (prestimulus) of various tasks such as visual (18, 19), tactile (20), and auditory (21). Another

important factor which has the substantial role to prediction distributed finite resources for spatial prioritization in central

electrode sites is central contralateral N2 (N2cc) subcomponent (22). The N2cc deflection is activated by motor selection

and preparation processes of particular space location which affects to the response time (RT) measured within the motor

execution of the task (23). The N2cc amplitude which mirrors motor preparation mechanism is contracted with informative

top-down cue (22). Moreover, researchers have reported that the N2cc deflected over central electrodes sites might coincide

in time with the N2 posterior contralateral (N2pc), but the important finding of N2cc is not due to overlap of the N2pc with

movement execution-related activity (14, 22). The other hand, the anterior contralateral N2 subcomponent (N2ac) appears in

order to regulation sound localization performance7, 24) and also emerges in the visual Simon task and (25).

The goal of this study is to find relationship between these two intriguing biomarkers, lateralized alpha frequency band over

parietal-occipital electrode sites and N2-subcomponent amplitude, with behavioral performance and the non-accumulation time,

also called the non-decision time (26), in mathematical modeling which has been designated as the best parameter by fitting

performance data via a powerful nested model comparisons approach (27).

1.1 Cognitive modeling of perceptual decisions

Perceptual decision making is a process, so identifying the components of this process is very worthwhile. Hence, the purpose

of behavioral modeling is to understand what components or parameters can be extracted from decision making process and

how different people may commit mistake errors or correct response (28). There is a growing consensus that the evidence

accumulates gradually and sequentially to make a decision (29, 30). As a result, sequential sampling models (SSMs; Stone,

1960 (31), Ratcliff, Smith, Brown, and McKoon, 2016 (32) and Evans and Wagenmakers, 2020 (33) for the reviews), as the

most well-known explanation of how the decision-making process works (26, 30), have obtained very achievements in modeling

the cognitive processes underlying decision making across a wide variety of paradigms, such as optimality polices (34–37),

stop signal paradigms (38), go/no-go paradigms (39), multi-attribute & many alternatives choice (40–42), learning strategies

(43–45), attentional choice (8–10, 46), continuous responses (29, 47), neural processes (1), and so on. In general, SSMs assume that

decisions are made from a noisy process of accumulating evidence, that is to say, according to this theory, the evidence is

gradually accumulated in favor of different choice alternatives over time with some rate until a sufficient amount of evidence

for one of the options reaches a predetermined threshold to make a decision. The DDM which has been growing in perceptual

decision-making modeling operates on a random process (Wiener or Brownian-based process) because human decision-making

seems to be a random process which means that in the same condition, the individual may respond differently to the same

stimulus (32, 48). In other words, the model can be considered as a bridge between behavioral data and cognitive processes.

Hitherto, various sequential sampling models have been presented by the researchers. There are some successful sequential

sampling models such as: EZ-diffusion model (49), linear ballistic accumulators (50), leaky-competing accumulator (51),

and race diffusion model (52) but perhaps, the drift-diffusion model (DDM) is the most popular model that being utilized

in information processing modeling (30). Similar to the other sequential sampling models, the DDM is based on evidence

accumulation until reaching a threshold. In other words, DDM assumes that the information accumulation process starts from

a point between two fixed boundaries, and by recalling a piece of evidence, the accumulator steps toward the upper/lower

boundary, and by hitting one of these boundaries the accumulation process is stopped and the corresponding option is selected
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(53), illustrated in Figure 1. Mathematically, evidence accumulation in the DDM can be described continuously as,

dXt = v ·dt +dWt , (1)

or discretely as,

X(t +∆t) = X(t)+ v ·∆t + e ·
√

∆t, (2)

in which Xt is the diffusion state and dWt denotes the standard Wiener process. Also in discrete form (as shown in Figure

1), e is normally distributed noise N(0,1). Traditionally, the DDM consists of four major parameters. The first parameter is

the threshold. In DDM the lower boundary lays on zero and the upper boundary has distance ‘a’ from the lower boundary.

Therefore, ‘a’ shows the threshold parameter, and actually is an index for the speed-accuracy tradeoff. It means by higher

values of ‘a’, the participant should accumulate much amount of information to make a decision and his/her decision is more

accurate but it takes too long. On the other hand, by lower values of ‘a’, the participant makes the decision faster but not

accurate enough (35). The second parameter of the DDM is the drift rate which is denoted by ‘v’. The drift rate is the mean

slope of fluctuation of the accumulator toward the boundaries. This parameter shows the speed of information processing and

identifies task difficulty level. In fact, higher values of the drift rate show that the task has no demanding cognitive load and it is

easy to make a decision between the options. On the other side, when the value of the drift rate tends to zero, shows that the

task is demanding and the speed of information processing is slow (54). The third parameter is the bias which is shown by

‘zr’ and its implication is the starting point of the accumulation process. When the starting point is equal to ‘ a
2
’, the distance

between the starting point and the boundaries are equal and there is no bias to each option. But when ‘zr’ is greater or less than

‘ a
2
’, then the participant has a bias to upper or lower boundaries, respectively (55). The fourth parameter is the non-accumulation

time Ter, also called the non-decision time. This parameter is added to the model for the purpose of excluding the encoding and

motor time for the reaction time. Usually, this parameter is denoted by Ter or ‘t0’ in DDM (56). These are the main parameters

of the DDM and there are some between trial variability parameters in addition. sv, szr, and st are the between trial variability

parameters for drift rate, bias, and non-decision time respectively. Usually, normal distribution is considered for sv and uniform

distribution for szr and st (9, 26). High values for the between trial variability parameters indicate that there is some variability in

materials or in cognitive states (57).
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Figure 1. Trajectories of drift-diffusion model for two stimuli with various drift rates.

To come to the point, we hypothesize that electrophysiological correlates of top-down spatial prioritization (alpha band

lateralization and N2 subcomponent) during a visual perceptual decision making task could predict visual performance and the

non-decision time parameter of DDM model reflecting the sensory coding time and response expectation. This claim is based

on that the cognitive processes mirrored by lateralized alpha power in around occipital electrode sites and lateralized N2cc

amplitudes in central electrode sites are modulated by motor response area and decoding stimulus area could regulate to choose

the distracted visual face and car stimuli, so they should contribute to the non-decision processes and the performance.

2 Methods

2.0.1 Experiment overview

We re-examine the data from an experiment conducted by (58), on visual coherence and spatial attention effects in perceptual

decision-making. In their study, seventeen participants (8 females, mean age 25.9 years, range 20-33 years, 2 left-handed) from
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the University of Birmingham completed the experiment, which was approved by the University of Birmingham Ethical Review

Committee, and were reimbursed in various ways. Electroencephalograms (EEG) and behavioral data in perceptual decision

making task under spatial prioritization were acquired over two data acquisition sessions. In the task, each of two independent

random variables, coherency and spatial attention, were used so that each variable had two levels. In fact, the independent

variable of the coherency had two level “low” and “high”, and the independent variable of the spatial attention had also two

level “yes” and “no”. For more details about experimental design & stimuli, interested readers can refer to the main report (58)

written on the data by Georgie et al.

Also, their study design was a two-way repeated-measure factorial design (please see Figures 2a and 2b). As you can see in

Figures 2a and 2b, in each trial, in order to manifest the informative and uninformative spatial prioritization, the cuing one-way

arrow and the cuing two-ways arrow respectively are informed for one second period before the stimulus emergence. Then, a

visual stimulus from the car or face is displayed to the subject for 200 milliseconds, and therefore subjects are asked to press a

button to respond whether they perceived the car or the face. Moreover, the coherency of the stimuli is regulated. Subjects

should use the index finger and the middle finger of the right hand to respond and look at the fixation point even during all

the task period, so that they should attend on one side (informative prioritization) or two sided (uninformative prioritization)

covertly. Therefore, in half of the trials, the one-way arrow is used to indicate the presence of the stimulus in one of our field of

vision, and in another half of the trials, a two-way arrow is used to indicate that the presence of the stimulus is not reported and

subject must pay attention to both fields of vision. The task procedure is as follows

Following (58), for each of the conditions (coherency, spatial attention, and stimulus), 36 trials for both EEG and behavioral

data had been acquired with an inter-trial period between 0 ms and 300 ms as well as a sampling rate of 5000 Hz points. Also,

all trials from each condition had been randomly selected to participants. Besides, there were 64 EEG sensors consisted of 62

scalp electrodes via the 10-20 system and two extra sensors that one was designed roughly 2 cm under the left collarbone in an

effort to identifying electrocardiogram (ECG), and another one was designed under the left eye in an effort to the recording of

eye-blinking artefacts (ECG).

In this paper, we exclude three participants because their EEG data are very contaminated and not able to be clean, so

fourteen participants enter the further analysis. Also, in order to statistical analysis and model fitting, we remove outliers

behavioral data using a kind of the IQR Interquartile range which IQR = Q3 - Q1 as the distance from the first quartile to the

third quartile. To compute the interquartile range for the data, any number smaller than Q1 - 3 × IQR and greater than Q3 + 3 ×
IQR are suspected outlier. Consequently, reaction time and accuracy are submitted to parametric 2 × 2 × 2 repeated-measure

analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistical test.

2.0.2 EEG signal analysis

The EEG preprocessing and analysis were implemented by the MNE-python package (59). In fact, the preprocessing steps we

have done can be summarized as follows: the continuous EEG data were down-sampled to 256 points, band-pass filter in the

range 1 Hz - 30 Hz, re-referencing with average of sensors, visual inspection to remove abnormal frequency, interpolation

fully corrupted signal, discarding range of -100 mV to +100 mV amplitude, extracting Epochs from - 100 ms (baseline) of

cue’s onset to 600 ms after stimulus appearance (totally 1700 ms), running Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to remove

manually irrelevant-task (e.g. eye movement, head motion and muscular activity), detecting automatically eye-blinking EOG

component and heartbeat peak ECG component. The EEG preprocessing with MNE-package implementation code in python

named ’MNE-preprocessing’ is readily accessible at https://github.com/AGhaderi/MNE-Preprocessing.

The time-Frequency approach decomposes multiresolution properties of non-stationary EEG signal that comprises both

the phase-locked and the non-phase-locked oscillations (trial- As well mentioned in (58), the EEG data were recorded using a

64-channel electroencephalograms system at a sampling rate of 5000 Hz samples. As we know, the EEG data routinely record as

the continuous (Raw) signal which contains of the real source of brain signal, biological or non-biological artifact and noise (60).

Therefore, in this work, the event-related potential (ERP) approach which prepares a worthwhile technique to detect cognitive

components across conditions or between groups in an experiment is used. Even though a lot of spatial attention studies have

focused on pre-stimulus amplitude components and alpha oscillation, in this study we are just interested to concentrate on

poststimulus components in the perceptual decision making task under spatial attention. to-trial variability) (60, 61). Therefore,

to explore the spectral content of the data, we have employed the Morlet wavelets transform analysis which is an efficient

time-frequency decomposition over every single trial. Consequently, after performing single-trial Wavelet decomposition from

4Hz to 30Hz, the representation has been averaged across trials for each subject. To setting the parameter of “number of cycles”

which controls the trade-off between temporal precision and frequency precision, we adjusted three-cycle wavelets at the lowest

frequency (4 Hz) and 16-cycle wavelets at the highest frequency (30 Hz) by increasing the rate of 0.5.

In this paper, the N2 subcomponent Amplitude and Alpha band frequency are explored to be fed into a regression model.

Therefore, we calculated the mean contralateral and ipsilateral (informative) and neutral evoked potentials (uninformative) at

C1/2/3/4 central electrodes, and also the mean ipsilateral and contralateral power across time in the alpha frequency band (8–13

Hz) at parietal-occipital electrodes PO3/4/7/8 (14, 22, 23). The contralateral response contains the average ERP oscillation at
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Figure 2. Experimental design and behavioral data. (A-B) Overview of experiment task and the 2×2 study design. (C)

Reaction time (RT) distributions of face and car for all four conditions (two coherences and two prioritizations). HF: high

coherence and face stimulus, HC: high coherence and car stimulus, LF: low coherence and face stimulus, LC: low coherence

and car stimulus. (D) Bar plots and error bars displayed the grand average and ± 1 standard error of the mean (SEM) response

time across independent variables. Asterisks indicate significant p value as **p<0.01 and ****p<0.0001, and ’np’ indicates

non-significant p value.)
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left hemispheric sensors in right-way cue and right hemispheric sensors in left-way trials, the ipsilateral response contains the

average ERP oscillation at left hemispheric sensors in left-way cue trials and right hemispheric sensors in right-arrow trials,

and eventually the neutral response involves the average ERP oscillation at left and right hemispheric sites in two-way cue

trials. Therefore, the previous researchers have been focused on prestimulus alpha oscillations and N2 subcomponent to predict

spatial prioritization, but in this study, we have concentrated on the poststimulus of these regressors as the anticipatory indexes

for allocating of spatial prioritization. In an effort to measure the N2 subcomponent, the dependent sample t-test was computed

between averaging contralateral and neutral amplitude (N2nc), and between mean ipsilateral and neutral amplitude (N2ni) at a

time window within 150-500 msec (90 time points) after stimulus onset (or 1150-1500 msec after cue onset). This signifies

that there are 90 statistical t-tests, so the False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction procedure which gives us a different standard

for significance was utilized to correct the t-tests (60). Afterward, the measurement window of N2cc and N2ci was based on

significant time points by FDR correction. On the other hand, to assess alpha lateralization, the contralateral-neutral alpha band

(Anc) index, and the ipislateral-neutral alpha band (Ani) index were conducted across both hemispheres as follow:

Anc = (contralateral alpha power - neutral alpha power),

Ani = (ipsilateral alpha power - neutral alpha power).

When the Anc index is negative, the contralateral alpha power is lower (red color) over the neutral alpha band at parietal-

occipital sensors and vice versa. In contrast, when the Ani index is positive values, the ipsilateral alpha power is higher

(blue color) over the neutral alpha band and vice versa. As a result, to determine the measurement window of alpha power, a

200-msec time window was applied around the 50% Fractional Area Latency (FAL) to Estimate the Midpoint Latency (or local

peak) in the grand-averaged ANC and ANI indexes (7, 60). Accordingly, we computed 50% FAL contingent on a wide time

window within 0-600 after stimulus onset (or 1000-1600 after cue onset). Therefore, each couple of variables of {N2nc, Anc},

and {N2ni, Ani} played the role of regressors in order to the regression model.

2.0.3 Cognitive modeling and model comparison

In an effort to explore latent cognitive processes underlying perceptual decisions under spatial prioritization, and link them to

neural mechanisms, we use a hierarchical Bayesian estimation approach. The two main assumptions in the Bayesian hierarchical

approach are that, first, the participant-specific parameter values are randomly sampled from a group-level distribution that

is updated using data from all participants, and second, that the distribution of the parameters is estimated simultaneously at

the group level and the individual level (62). Therefore, combining this approach with the diffusion model results in a stable

estimation of parameters (i.e. drift rate, the boundary separation, and the non-decision time) at both individual and group

levels. In this work, this model-fitting approach is done using the HDDM package in Python (63) which generates full posterior

distributions of the model parameters at the individual and group level by the Markov-chain Monte Carlo sampling (MCMC).

This package is flexible and the user-friendly program produces more stable results and appropriate parameter estimation in the

form of posterior distributions for each parameter included in the model when less data (i.e., experimental trials) are available

compared to other implementations such as traditional maximum likelihood estimation for individual subjects (for details about

the model see63, 64).

The HDDM package offers a model parameterization depending on the experimental factors, e.g., one could model different

drift rates for all conditions or for all groups or any combination of them65. Different criteria such as the deviance information

criterion (DIC) can be used for a fair comparison of these different types of Bayesian models. On the other hands, in the

full DDM, there are seven parameters which might be categorized into three parts: the decision process measures (boundary

decision, mean starting point, and mean drift rate), the non-decision process measure (non-decision time), the inter-trial

variability measurement (drift rate variability sv, starting point variability sz, and non-decision time variability st ) (32, 48). Based

on the strong evidence previously presented in various studies to investigate the effect of coherency as well as stimulus on the

decision-making process (4, 27, 66), we propose cognitive models whose drift rate parameter is coherence+stimulus dependent.

Therefore, in order to the suggested hypothesis in the current paper, spatial attention regulated resources of decision making,

there are five possible nested model procedures to detect how spatial attention affect the decision making procedure (27). First, it

may do not capture or shift any resources or decision parameters, so it could be the pure model with no parametric dependence

on spatial prioritization (we call this model modelp, in which only the drift rate parameter depends on coherence+stimulus).

Second, the spatial prioritization could regulate the rate of accumulated evidence (the drift rate v) named modelv. Third, it is

free to vary with the non-decision time (Ter) named modelt . Four, it manipulate the mean bias (starting point z) named modelz.

Five, it might shifts the boundary decision (a) called modela. Additionally, the parameter of drift rate was free on the two level

of the coherency (high and low), in line with the related finding about stimulus strength in perceptual tasks (4, 67). Moreover,

inter-trial variability non-decision time ’st’ for group level was free in all models, wherease other inter-trial variablities were not

estimated. Then, there are two ways to implementation of DDM: an accuracy-based approach which correct responses are

coded 1 and incorrect responses 0, or an stimulus-based approach which response stimuli as face and car are measured. In this

work, the stimulus-based approach is employed.

For each model, Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations (68) were used to generate 100,000 samples from the joint posterior
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distribution of parameters using the HDDM package (63), from which the initial 1000 samples were discarded as a burn-in phase

to minimize the effect of initial values on the posterior inference and converge on stable distributions (63). The convergence of

the Markov chains was assessed through visual inspection as well as by calculating the R-hat Gelman-Rubin statistic (69) to

ensure that the models had properly converged, which compares between-chain and within-chain variance. All R-hat values

were near 1.0 (within 0.0001) for the parameters, indicating that convergence had been achieved (70). Also, both the R-square

and the deviance information criterion (DIC) of each model which evaluate the model’s goodness-of-fit while accounting for

model complexity (i.e., number of free parameters), with lower DIC values indicating better model fit71, have been used in

order to model comparison method to choose the best scenario of the diffusion model in group level (18, 63).

To further evaluate the best fitting model, we ran posterior predictive checks by averaging 500 simulations gener-

ated from the model’s posterior to confirm it could reliably reproduce patterns in the observed data (63), see supple-

mentary material. The hDDM implementation code and simulation scripts for all current models are readily available

at https://github.com/AGhaderi/hDDM_attention.

2.0.4 Multiple regression model

In this section, we explored whether both couple explanatory (independent) variables of {N2nc, Anc}, and {N2ni, Ani} could

predict spatial prioritization of the best scenarios of four scenarios in the previous section and behavioral performance (RT and

accuracy). Then, the multiple regressions using the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method have been applied by a statistics

module (statsmodels) in Python as the following formula:

y = β0 +β1X1 +β2X2 + ε (3)

where two situations happened for couple regressors, X1 is N2nc and X2 is Anc, or X1 will be another option N2ni, and X2

will also be another option Ani. In two different situations, y is the parameter behavioral performance (RT or accuracy)

which leads to four multiple regressions. In addition, the multiple regression model is able to assess the relationship between

electrophysiological correlates and latent processing of spatial prioritization resulting from modeling parameters. As a result, p-

values for each beta coefficient and R-squared is reported as a goodness-of-fit statistic that displays the relationship between the

observed and predicted values. Component-Component plus Residual (CCPR) or the partial Residual plot (graphics.plot_ccpr

function from statsmodels module) is a worthwhile metric that can be utilized to assess the impact of a regressor on the outcome

variable (y) by taking into account the effects of the other independent variables which is formulated as βiXi + ε versus Xi.

The CCPR plot provides (βiXi,Xi) line to manifest where are points, so that you can see whether the relationship between the

variation in a regressor on response variable seems to be linear or not.

3 Results

3.0.1 Behavioral result

Both coherency and spatial prioritization were manipulated at two distinct factors which changed the quality of sensory

information and the top-down intention relating to a specific visual field respectively. At each trial of the face versus car task,

the subjects could respond as quickly and accurately as to the emerged stimuli. However, in order to testify of the experimental

manipulation, the behavioral performance was analyzed to assess the effect of these variables (Figs. 2c and 2d), so here is the

result of three-way repeated measure ANOVA. For response time, this ANOVA found no significant main effects of stimulus

(F(2,13) =0.78 , p = 0.39), but revealed significant main effects of spatial prioritization (F(2,13)= 11.83, p <0.01) and phase

coherence (F(2,13) = 38.28, p < 0.0001) (Fig. 2d). Therefore, the rise of the phase coherence and spatial prioritization versus

spatial non-prioritization led to a more accurate response and faster reaction time. Interaction between stimulus and coherency

was also significant (F(2,13) = 8.54, p < 0.05 ), but other interaction between variables were not statistically significant, i.e.

interaction of spatial prioritization and phase coherence (F(2,13)= 0.54, p = 0.47) and interaction of spatial prioritization and

stimulus (F(2,13)= 0.13, p = 0.71). Because of the significant interaction between coherence and stimulus, it is worthwhile to

create a model relating to stimulus coding, not just precise coding, so that they are free in a common parameter (drift rate).

Finally, for statistical analysis of accuracy, the coherency had only a significant main effect (F(2,13) = 41.83 , p < 0.0001)

(Fig. 2d). The main effect of stimulus (F(2,13) = 0.84 , p = 0.37) and spatial prioritization (F(2,13) = 2.12 , p = 0.17) was not

significant across their factors, i.e. interaction of spatial prioritization and phase coherence (F(2,13)= 0.05,p = 0.81), interaction

of spatial prioritization and stimulus (F(2,13)= 2.9, p = 0.11) and interaction of coherence and stimulus (F(2,13)= 0.14, p =

0.71).

3.0.2 Cognitive modeling

In an effort to explore the underlying mechanism of spatial prioritization in perceptual decision making, we applied the

well-established hierarchical Bayesian drift-diffusion (HDDM). Freedom of models parameters could create opportunities to

investigate the effect of spatial prioritization in the categorized face versus car task. However, five possible models were run to
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give us appropriate intuition of spatial prioritization. All convergence evaluations of the models were performed with full and

accurate details, which are reported in the supplementary material of the article. In instance the MCMC sampling traces of

the group posteriors distribution for these parameters which show converged chain procedure during parameters estimation

were utilized (see Figures ??, ?? and ??). Also, the convergence of the Markov chains was assessed by calculating the R-hat

Gelman-Rubin statistic (69) to ensure that modelt showed superior convergence and the same stationary distribution with four

chains, based on R-hat values under 1.0001 (see supplementary material). Also, we compared posterior model predictions with

the observed data, which was a good agreement between the observed data and the model predictions across conditions in all

conditions, and the model is able to capture the overall shape of reaction times across the four different conditions (see Figure

??). On the other hand, to compare which model is better to fit observed data, our analysis was equipped with two powerful

measures i.e. DIC and R-square. the result of model comparison analysis reveals that modelt provided the best model fit so that

it received the smallest DIC and largest R-square, so non-decision time parameter (Ter) interpret perfectly the manipulation of

spatial prioritization (see Table ??).

Here, we utilized the DDM to examine our hypotheses and identify the electrophysiological mechanisms of informative

(contralateral and ipsilateral) and uninformative (neutral) prioritization under decision-making. Therefore, the alternative five

models were run to determine which parameter and cognitive process were affected by two factors of top-down spatial attention.

As a result, in order to assess parameters of the winner modelt across conditions, we used the dependent Student’s t-test for

non-decision time and two-way repeated measure ANOVA for the drift-rate parameter. Non-decision processes of spatial

prioritization (Yes) and non spatial prioritisation (No) were significantly different (t =3.34 , p = 0.0053 < 0.01 ), see Fig. 3a. In

fact, non-decision processes take less time when people receive a cue of prioritization than when they receive no prioritization

cue. In addition, the main effect of drift rate relating to coherency were significant (F(1,13) = 75.11, P < 0.001), and the drift

rate relating to stimulus had no significant main effect (F(1,13) = 0.3, P = 0.87 ), see Fig. 3b. There were also no significant of

interaction between stimulus and coherency of drift rate (F(1,13) = 0.64 , P = 0.43 ). Finally, box-plots of non-decision time Ter

and drift rate parameters in different conditions are reported in Figs. 3c and 3d, respectively.

Correlation of the DDM and conventional outcome Parameters: To improve the understanding, which characteristics of

behavioral outcome are indicative of cognitive parameters, mean posterior values for non-decision time from modelt affected on

response times relating to spatial attention. Matrix correlations are visualized in Figure 4. As a result, RTer,P−NP (response time

of prioritization minus response time of non-prioritization) and Ter,P−NP (non-decision time of prioritization minus non-decision

time of non-prioritization) are highly positively correlated ’0.47’, indicating that larger Ter,P−NP in the decision process are

associated with faster responses RTer,P−NP.

3.0.3 Central N2 subcomponent and alpha lateralization

The ERPs lateralization at central electrode C1/2/3/4 have been shown in Figure 5. Moreover, N2nc and N2ni which are

displayed by the red color as columns were significant based on FDR correction applying statistical dependent t-test on the time

window after stimulus onset. Figure 5a exhibits the grand-average of signal contralateral and neutral as well as the difference

between them as time-locked to cue and stimulus array onset. FDR correction over samples of the time window found two

distinct N2nc subcomponent at central site with (the mean p = 0.018 < 0.05 for 190-235 msec and the mean p = 0.024 < 0.05

for time windows 260-315 msec ). Figure 5b presents the grand-average of signal ipsilateral and neutral and also ipsilateral

minus neutral. As a result, the FDR correction over samples of the time window revealed an N2ni subcomponent at the central

site with (mean p = 0.022 < 0.05 for time window 210-270 msec).

On the other hand, Figure 6 presents a grand-average of the single-trial time–frequency representation asymmetric of alpha

power from 8 Hz to 13 Hz at posterior-occipital sites (PO3/4/7/8). In addition, at first, we considered the ±50 msec around of

50% FAL (237-337 msec) on -100 msec to 600 msec in Anc signal. Then, by applying a one-sample t-test in the mean portion

of Anc, we had a significant effect with (t = 2.59, p = 0.022 < 0.05) which are displayed by the red color, see Figure 6a. Also,

we examined the same analysis in the Ani signal which a time window (155- 255 msec) was concluded. Therefore, using a

one-sample t-test in the mean portion of Ani, we had a significant effect with (t = 2.27 , p = 0.040 < 0.05) which are shown by

the gray color, see Figure 6a.

3.0.4 Regression analysis

In this section, in order to investigate the mechanism of spatial attention based on electrophysiological components in perceptual

decision making, we applied the separate multiple regression model with prioritization minus non-prioritization of non-decision

time parameter in DDM model and of behavioral performance as output and lateralization neutral activity of amplitude and

alpha. Tables 1 and 2 show the result of model fitting for both of contralateral versus neutral component and ipsilateral versus

neutral component as the difference between informative (contralateral or ipsilateral) versus uninformative (neutral) neutral

activity. For reaction time of contralateral versus neutral, difference RTs were perfectly predicted by N2 sub-component

contralateral minus neutral (N2nc) with time measurement 260-315 msec and alpha power contralateral minus neutral (Anc)

with the time measurement 237-337 msec (R-square=0.679,F(2,13)=11.66, p <0.01). There was no significant effect for N2nc
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Figure 3. Posterior distribution of the group parameter non-decision time and drift rate from the modelt . (a), Non-decision two levels of spatial attention were significant

different by dependent t-test (t = 3.34, p < 0.01 ). (b) The main effect of coherency were significant (F(1,13) = 75.11, P < 0.001), the main effect of stimulus were not significant

(F(1,13) = 0.3, P = 0.87 ). There were also no significant of interaction between stimulus and coherency of drift rate (F(1,13) = 0.64 , P = 0.43 ). Ter,P: Ter of prioritization, Ter,NP:

Ter of non-prioritization, VHC : V of high coherence and car stimulus, VHF : V of high coherence and face stimulus, VLC : V of low coherence and car stimulus, VLF : V of low

coherence and face stimulus. Asterisks indicate significant p value as **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001, and ’np’ indicates non-significant p value.
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Figure 4. The heatmap matrix correlation of the group-level parameters across conditions. RTP−N p: RT of prioritization minus RT of Non-prioritization, AccP−N p: Accuracy

of prioritization minus Accuracy of Non-prioritization, Ter,P−N p: Ter,P minus Ter,NP, , VHF−LF : VHF minus VLF , VHC−LC : VHC minus VLC , VHF−HC : VHF minus VHC , VLF−LC : VLF
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(a) Contralateral versus neutral ERP at central electrodes.
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(b) Ipsilateral versus neutral ERP at central electrodes.

Figure 5. N2nc and N2ni subcomponents at central electrodes C1/2/3/4. (a) The grand-average contralateral and neutral amplitude of the ERP signal as well as the outcome

of (contralateral minus neutral) are displayed. Moreover, the significant measurement window based on FDR correction of t-test with α = 0.05 (the mean p < 0.05 for 190-235

msec and the mean p < 0.05 for 260-315 msec windows) on a broad time window from 150 msec to 500 msec after stimulus onset are illustrated by the red color, (b) The

grand-average ipsilateral and neutral amplitude of the ERP signal as well as the outcome of (ipsilateral minus neutral) are displayed. In addition, the significant measurement

window based on FDR correction (mean p < 0.05 for 210-270 msec time window) are illustrated by the gray color. Moreover, the first and second vertical lines show cue

prioritization and stimulus presence respectively, and shaded regions identify the standard error.

with time measurement 190-235, so it does not need to report the result of that. Moreover, even though, in the regression

model, the main effect of Anc was highly significant (t=3.377, p<0.01) and the main effect of N2nc were not significant

(t=1.549, p=0.150), the Pearson correlation coefficient disclosed the relationship between RT and N2nc (r=0.780, p<0.001). For

non-decision time parameter of contralateral versus neutral in modelt as the best model, difference non-decision time were

predicted by N2nc and Anc (R-square=0.428,F(2,13)=4.114, p <0.05). In addition, the main effect of N2nc was significant

(t=2.746, p<0.05), and the main effect of Anc was not significant (t=-0.504, p=0.624). For accuracy of contralateral versus

neutral, the difference of accuracy was not predicted by N2nc and Anc (R-square=0.123,F(2,13)=0.7701, p=0.486). Therefore,

for ipsilateral versus neutral, there were no predictions, see Table 2. Therefore, the visualization of the result are reported by

Component-Component plus Residual (CCPR) just for the non-decision time parameter and RT regression models with N2nc

and Anc, and non-decision time regression model with N2ni and Ani, see Figure 7.

4 Discussion

This work investigated how spatial prioritization leads to response faster than non-spatial prioritization in the perceptual decision

making task. In order to explain the elaborate framework in the behavioral, cognitive process, and electrophysiological levels

for top-down intention, the contribution post-stimulus informative and uninformative N2 subcomponent and alpha power have

been considered. Therefore, contralateral minus uninformative N2 subcomponent and alpha power predicted the behavioral

and the relevant DDM parameters. Furthermore, we hypothesized that: 1. spatial attention may not shift any other resources

during the top-down signal. 2. It might be connected to the information accumulation process. 3. It should be related to the

speed of decoding or motor response (non-decision time). 4. It may lead to bias to the locus of the presented stimulus. 5. It

could shift the amount of information that is needed to decide. Generally, all nested hypotheses fed to the robust and rigorous

model comparisons to choose the best relevant parameter. Then, model number three (modelt) won based on two powerful

measures DIC and R-square. In addition, lateralized central sites relating to motor response and parietal-occipital relating to

decoding stimulus, so these sites were candidates to control the top-down signal. Therefore, we investigated the contribution of

alpha power lateralization and N2 sub-component amplitudes to spatial attention in perceptual decision making. As a result, the

current study revealed that two regressors could predict the non-decision parameter of the modelt and RT associated with the

spatial cue, see Tables 1 and 2. The informative (contralateral or ipsilateral) signal allocate some resources to speed up the

procedures of perceptual decision making. Nonetheless, an uninformative signal has a neutral effect and does not manipulate

other resources to progress the speed of cognitive processing. Therefore, the main question is which informative lateralizations

are highly important to flourish behavioral performance during prioritization in perceptual decision making. Consequently,

what we unveiled only the difference between contralateral and neutral components which could predict segregatedly the

difference non-decision time (Ter,P−NP = Ter(P) - Ter(NP)) and RT (RTP−NP = RT(P) - RT(NP)) between prioritization and

non-prioritization. This finding confirms that the mechanism of contralateral oscillation to the attended spatial attention is more
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(a) Contralateral versus neutral power at posterior-occipital electrodes.
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(b) Ipsilateral versus neutral power at posterior-occipital electrodes.

Figure 6. Time–frequency lateralization. (a) The grand-average of contralateral minus neutral single-trial time–frequency wavelets are indicated at electrodes PO3/4/7/8 on

the left hand. In addition, the mean of contralateral and neutral alpha power from 8 HZ to 13 Hz as well as the outcome of (contralateral minus neutral) are displayed on the right

hand. Therefore, the ±50 msec around of 50% FAL on the time window from -100 msec to 600 msec of the stimulus onset has been shown by the red color 237-337 msec after the

stimulus onset. The topographic map is based on differences of contralateral minus neutral alpha oscillation in the significant time window. (b) The grand-average of ipsilateral

minus neutral single-trial time–frequency wavelets are also illustrated at the posterior-occipital electrodes on the left hand. Moreover, the mean of contralateral and neutral alpha

power as well as the outcome of (ipsilateral minus neutral) are displayed on the right hand. Therefore, the result of FAL has been shown by the red color 155-255 msec after the

stimulus onset. The topographic map is based on differences of ipsilateral minus neutral alpha oscillation in the significant time window. Moreover, the first and second vertical

lines show cue prioritization and stimulus presence respectively, and shaded regions identify the standard error.
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Output Ter,P−NP RTP−NP AccP−NP

Predictors β (SE) [95% CI] t β (SE) [95% CI] t β (SE) [95% CI] t

Intercept -0.0046(0.009) -0.523 -3.5859(6.836) t=-0.525 0.1295(1.249) t=0.104

[-0.024 0.015] p=0.612 [-18.63 11.46] p=0.610 [-2.621 2.880] p=0.919

N2nc 4.712e+04*(1.72e+04) t=-2.746 2.048e+07(1.32e+07) t= 1.549 -2.999e+06(2.42e+06) t=-1.241

[9354.840 8.49e+04] p<0.05 [8.62e+06 4.96e+07] p=0.150 [-8.32e+06 2.32e+06] p=0.241

Anc -3.485e+07(6.92e+07) t=-0.504 1.8e+11**(5.33e+10) t=3.377 5.19e+09(9.74e+09) t=0.533

[-1.87e+08 1.17e+08] p=0.624 [6.27e+10 2.97e+11] p<0.01 [-1.63e+10 2.66e+10] p=0.605

R-square 0.428 0.679 0.123

F-statistic F(2,13) = 4.114, p < 0.05 F(2,13) = 11.66, p < 0.01 F(2,13) = 0.7701, p =0.486

TP−NP = Ter (yes) - Ter (no), RTP−NP = RT(P) - RT(NP), AccP−NP = accuracy(P) - accuracy(NP), SE = standard

error, CI = confidence interval. R2 and beta-regression are given for separate linear regression model, yes=

prioritization, no= no prioritization. Asterisks indicate significant p value as *p<0.05, **p<0.01.

Table 1. Separate multiple linear regression between the dependent variable (non-decision time of prioritization minus non-prioritization, RT and accuracy) and predictors

(N2nc and Anc), FDR correction for two different N2nc, t-test statistics for each Beta parameters, confident interval, standard error.

Output Ter,P−NP RTP−NP Accp−NP

Predictors β (SE) [95% CI] t β (SE) [95% CI] t β (SE) [95% CI] t

Intercept -0.0194(0.013) t=-1.548 -11.6572(10.140) t=1.1700(1.326) t=0.882

[-0.047 0.008] p=0.150 [-33.976 10.662] p=0.275 [-1.749 4.089] p=0.397

N2ni 8286.7188(2.52e+04) t=0.329 8.253e+06(2.04e+07) t= 0.405 1.82e+06(2.67e+06) t=0.682

[-4.71e+04 6.36e+04] p=0.748 [-3.66e+07 5.32e+07] p=0.694 [-4.05e+06 7.69e+06] p=0.509

Ani 1.225e+07(1.22e+08) t=0.100 -1.643e+11(9.89e+10) t=-1.661 1.703e+10(1.29e+10) t=1.316

[-2.56e+08 2.81e+08] p=0.922 [-3.82e+11 5.35e+10] p=0.125 [-1.14e+10 4.55e+10] p=0.215

R-square 0.012 0.387 0.141

F-statistic F(2,13) = 0.0674, p =0.94 F(2,13) = 3.469, p =0.0679 F(2,13) = 0.7701, p =0.434

TP−NP = Ter (P) - Ter (NP), RTP−NP = RT(P) - RT(NP), AccP−NP = accuracy(P) - accuracy(NP), SE = standard

error, CI = confidence interval. R2 and beta-regression are given for separate linear regression model, yes=

prioritization, no= no prioritization. Asterisks indicate significant p value as *p<0.05, **p<0.01.

Table 2. Separate multiple linear regression between the dependent variable (non-decision time of prioritization minus non-prioritization, RT and accuracy) and predictors

(N2ni and Ani), FDR correction for two different N2ni, t-test statistics for each Beta parameters, confident interval, standard error.
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(a) Non-decision time regression model with N2nc and Anc.
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(b) Reaction time regression model with N2nc and Anc.
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(c) Non-decision time regression model with N2ni and Ani.

Figure 7. Component-Component plus Residual plots, a. For the non-decision parameter model, the main effect of the N2nc amplitude is revealed (t=2.746, p<0.05) and

Anc was no significant (t=-0.504, p=0.624), b. For the RT time regression model, the main effect of the Anc power is found (t=3.377, p<0.01) and the N2nc was not significant

(t=1.549, p=0.150). But, the difference RT was also highly correlated with N2nc by Pearson correlation coefficient (r=0.780, p<0.001) which had not seen in the regression model,

c. The N2i (t=0.329, p=0.748) and Ani (t=0.100, p=0.922) were not significant effects in non-decision time. Moreover, all regressors were not significant effects in accuracy mode

in both RT and non-decision time regression.
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significant than ipsilateral oscillation. Most previous works (7, 24, 25, 60) have concentrated on the difference of contralateral and

ipsilateral deflection and have not explored which relationship informative and uninformative could predict relevant the DDM

parameters associated with spatial attention. Innovatively, in the current study, we also found a significant relationship between

non-decision time and contralateral minus neutral activity (7, 22, 59).

4.0.1 N2nc and Anc band predict reaction time

Behavioral data revealed a significant effect of spatial prioritization relating to non-prioritization. Therefore, in order to decipher

the mechanism of the difference, the multiple regression model using N2nc (the time measurement 260-315 msec) and Anc

band as regressors could highly predict the difference RT between prioritization and non-prioritization, see Table 1. The effect

of N2nc and Anc coefficients were displayed in Figure 7b. Also, the components of N2ni and Ani together could not explain the

variance of the difference RT, see Table 2. Consequently, this result shows that contralateral activity could interpret the different

spatial cues in comparison with ipsilateral activity. According to post-stimulus of figure 5, both N2 subcomponent contralateral

and ipsilateral ERP were more negative than neutral ERP in line with latter findings (15, 17). Nevertheless, post-stimulus

contralateral alpha power was more negative than neutral alpha power, but ipsilateral alpha power was more positive than

neutral alpha power, see 6. Negative Anc shows that alpha contralateral oscillation to the attend visual field was increased

as an excitatory process because our brain made resources the most sensitive to decode stimulus from the attended area. On

other hand, positive Ani shows that alpha ipsilateral deflection to the attend visual field was increased as an inhibitory process

because our brain endeavored to control and attenuate the non-attended spatial location (72). In fact, our brain applied these

two contradictory mechanisms to facilitate the speed of perceptual decision making. Moreover, the regression and statistical

analyses proved that the role Anc and N2nc were more significant to predict the different RT of spatial attention. So that, the

more N2nc and Anc led to the more difference RT associated with spatial attention. Now, the next question research is how the

cognitive process and the DDM parameter might interpret this significant effect, and whether the DDM model fitting could

provide further elucidation or not.

4.0.2 N2nc amplitude predicts one of the cognitive modeling parameters

Now, the lack of information about the DDM parameters and neural correlates in spatial orienting of perceptual decision making

satisfied us to elucidate deeply about it. We also explored the measure of alpha lateralization and N2nc in visual perceptual

decision making. As the aforementioned, the difference in RT of prioritization and non-prioritization originated from the

difference of non-decision time parameter based on the nested model comparisons. Interestingly, we could show that N2nc and

Anc predicted the non-decision parameter based on the nested model comparison, see Table 1. In addition, the main effect of

N2nc was significant, but Anc was not significant, see Figure 7a. Oppositely, N2ni and Ani could not predict non-decision time

parameter, see Table 2 and Figure 7c. As a result, the N2nc and as Anc might reflect the non-decision parameter and RT. So that,

the role of N2nc was more worthwhile in order to interpret the non-decision parameter difference. According to our literature

review, this finding is the first research to show the role of N2nc in the variance within a spatial cue, its behavioral performance,

and non-decision parameter. It also shows that the contralateral activity was superior to elucidate the effect of the spatial cue

in comparison with ipsilateral activity. Therefore, the more N2nc and Anc caused the more difference of non-decision time

relating to spatial attention. Finally, the remaining question is if contralateral minus neutral alpha power has had the main role

to reflect the variance RT within two different spatial cues, what is its role in predicting the DDM parameters? In this study, we

applied the strategy of post-stimulus components such as alpha lateralization and N2 subcomponent to predict the variance RT

and the DDM parameter and did not check other strategies such as pre-stimulus, then it might be the answer.

5 Conclusion

The non-decision time parameter could reflect the spatial cue in perceptual decision making based on the DDM model fitting.

Present findings propose that the amplitude of N2nc at the central site predicted RT as well as the non-decision time of spatial

prioritization. Also, the Anc power oscillations at posterior-occipital only predicted RT of spatial prioritization and it unrelated

to non-decision time parameter. In addition, none of the N2ni amplitude and Ani power could not predict RT and non-decision

time between spatial prioritization and non-prioritization. Therefore, the role of contralateral activity was worthwhile to allocate

the brain’s resources in order to fascinate and accelerate the decision making process in comparison with ipsilateral activity.

The more N2nc led to the more difference of non-decision time associated with spatial attention, but the more N2nc or Anc led

to the more difference of RT associated with spatial attention. In addition, the non-decision time parameter might interpret

perfectly the modulation of the attentional orienting during decision making process.
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